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On 15 August 2021, Canadian Prime Minister,

Justin Trudeau, called a snap election for 20

September in the hope of retaking a majority in

Canada’s parliament. Trudeau’s Liberal party lost

its majority in 2019.

The announcement coincides with polls showing

many Canadians approve of Trudeau’s handling

of the coronavirus pandemic. The Liberal

government spent hundreds of billions to prop up

businesses and consumers during COVID-19

lockdowns and Canada now enjoys one of the

highest vaccination rates in the world. Current

public opinion surveys show the Liberals have

support in the low 30 per cent range, just below

the threshold they’ll need to regain control of the

338-seat House of Commons.
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Liberal Party of Canada 

Leader: Justin Trudeau

“Canadians need to choose how we finish the fight 

against COVID-19 and build back better”

The S&P/TSX Composite Index and the Canadian

dollar dipped slightly when the election was called

As investors, we recognize that these immediate

reactions to elections tend to be temporary and

we do not expect the upcoming campaign to have

lasting effects on the long-run trajectory of

Canada’s equity markets. Instead, we recognize

that steady increases in corporate earnings are a

Conservative Party of Canada 

Leader: Erin O'Toole

“Who will take action to protect Canadians from 

spiraling living costs, from rising taxes, from 

poorer services”

better predictor of the performance of Canadian

equities. Put differently, we believe the country will

likely remain on track for a full recovery in 2022

regardless of the election outcome.

We do acknowledge, however, that policy changes

can create periodic opportunities and price

disconnections which can be exploited by active

management. For example, our positive long-term

view and corresponding positioning in renewable

power has been influenced by the Liberal

government’s commitment to green energy.

Furthermore, we believe the bulk of fiscal spending

aimed at these initiatives will most benefit the

proven and leading Canadian renewable energy

companies. Accordingly, government support can

be a catalyst for long term share price

appreciation for select companies. Since climate

change is a major plank in the platform for all

three parties, we expect policy support for

renewable energy to continue regardless of

election outcome. It is also worth mentioning that

we need to consider government policy in our

evaluation of highly regulated industries, such as.

banking, telecommunications, energy and utilities.

20 per cent for the left-leaning New Democratic

Party. 338Canada is now giving Trudeau a less

than 8 per cent chance of winning a majority of

seats, down from above 50 per cent at the start of

the campaign.

Canadian Macro Outlook

Election developments aside, our chosen

geographic allocation in MCT still favours

Canadian equities over U.S. stocks. Canada is

better positioned to benefit from a rebound in

global growth and there is still an unprecedented

valuation gap between equities in the two

countries:
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New Democratic Party 

Leader: Jagmeet Singh

“We are going to make them pay their fair share 

and invest that into health care, housing, into 

justice for indigenous people”

since he became Prime Minister in 2015. The

overall increase in cost of living has also become a

campaign issue as a recent inflation report

showed Canadian CPI up 3.7% in July, which is the

fourth straight month inflation has come in above

the Bank of Canada’s 1 per cent to 3 per cent

control range. Polling aggregator 338Canada

recently showed that Trudeau’s party has just lost

their lead to Erin O’Toole’s Conservatives. Liberals

have the support of 32 per cent of voters

compared to 33 per cent for the Conservatives and
Sources: Middlefield, Bloomberg as at 31 July 2021

Recent Election Developments

Justin Trudeau’s campaign has stumbled out of

the blocks. During the first few weeks he had to

play defense as his main opposition accused him

of being overly opportunistic by calling a snap

election during the fourth wave of the COVID-19

pandemic. He also faced a backlash over his slow

response to extracting Canada’s interpreters and

other support staff from Afghanistan. On the

economic front, he is facing criticism over the

relatively high price of housing and his inability to

create more single family or rental housing stock
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The statements and statistics contained herein have been prepared by sources we believe to be reliable, but we cannot represent that they are complete or accurate. Middlefield Limited (“ML”), together with its directors,

officers, affiliates, and investment funds that it acts as manager on behalf of, may from time to time have a position in the securities mentioned and may as principal or agent, buy and sell such securities. Other than

Middlefield Canadian Income Trust., no affiliates of ML have performed investment banking services, or other services, for any other company mentioned in this report and/or affiliates or subsidiaries of such company

within the last twelve months.

The comments and opinions expressed herein may differ from and should not be considered as representative of ML’s belief, opinion or recommendations. This document is for informational purposes only, and is not

being provided in the context of an offering of any securities described herein, nor is it a recommendation or solicitation to buy, hold or sell any security. The information above is not investment advice, and under no

circumstances is it to be construed as, an offering memorandum, prospectus, advertisement or public offering of securities. No securities commission or similar regulatory authority has reviewed this document and any

representation to the contrary is an offence.

Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that are predictive in nature, depend upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that include words such as “may”, “will”, “should”, “could”, “expect”, “anticipate”,

“intend”, “plan”, “believe”, or “estimate”, or other similar expressions. Statements that look forward in time or include anything other than historical information are subject to risks and uncertainties, and actual results,

actions or events could differ materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are not guarantees of future performance and are by their nature based on numerous assumptions. Although the FLS contained herein are

based upon what ML believes to be reasonable assumptions, neither ML nor its employees can assure that actual results will be consistent with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider the FLS carefully and not to

place undue reliance on FLS. Unless required by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or obligation to update or revise FLS, whether as a result of new information,

future events or otherwise.


